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This bright and beautiful two double bedroom garden flat is located moments from Seven Dials and Preston Park, and offers
stunning views over swathes of Brighton and the South Downs. 

Benefitting from your own front door, as you enter the wide hallway, one has the feeling of being welcomed home by the grandeur
of a double-fronted home. The reception room is to the front of the building, and the high ceilings are a feature that runs
throughout the property. Wonderfully kept wooden floorboards are matched only by the views over Brighton and Preston Park. 
With outstanding views over Preston Park and further, the master bedroom is of a good size and gets plenty of natural light. Being
raised from the street, it is incredibly private and has a good amount of storage. The second bedroom is a fantastic size and offers
plenty of space for a double bed, as well as a space to work, so useful in modern times.
Behind the reception room is the large kitchen, which has a range of modern wall and floor units. This space could potentially be
opened up (Subject to usual constraints and agreements) to create a wonderful living space. The kitchen also provides access to one
of the lovely South-West-facing patios.
The large bathroom is located to the rear of the flat and has the potential to be changed to suit the new owners desire, and is easily
big enough to incorporate a utility room if desired.

Just by Preston Park and close to local shops, this apartment is also within a ten-minute cycle to the beach and fashionable Lanes.
Good schools, the Hospital, Marina and the Theatres are nearby, and its proximity to two railway stations and the A23 will also
appeal to those needing fast reliable links to the Airports and London.
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Park View Terrace, BN1 £450,000


